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Ql)Explain the

Taskbar?

menu that appear when you right - click on empty area of the

Q2) a) Explain how to use the summation operation in excel ?

(10M)

(10M)

Q2) b) Explain the part slide ?

Q3) a) What are the main differences between Microsoft office word and Microsoft
office excel ? 

(10 M )
Q3)b)Explain the view buttOn?

Q4)Explain the f0110wing?
(10M)

6 10

Q5) write the differences between the following ? (choose 5) (10M)
1) clip art , smart art . 2) change desk top icon s , change window color .

3)new slide,delete slide。
 1)headerin wOrd page,f00terin wOrd page.

5) find , replace . 6) sort by item type , sort by data modified

Q6) ) What are the main steps to do the following ? (choose 5) (10 M)

excel .
l) Desktop Background .

3)Merge cell in word .

5) Align Icons to grid .

2) Maximize function in

4) copy worksheet .

6) switch row / column .
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Note: Answer 5 questions only.

Q.1:

A) Cornplete:

l- The branches of physics science are:

2- The density'of body' (p) is

3- An Amper (A) is __

4- l'he average acceleration is

5- The unit of power is

B) An electron accelerated in TV tube, reaches the screen with Kinetic energy of 14000

cv. Find the velocitl" of thc electron. (m. : 9. 1 x I 0 
-'' Kg, 1ev: I .6, l0 -le 

J).

Q.2:

A) What is irnpulse (l)? derive it.

Ilt

l- Find the effecti'v,c resislance ol-the arrangements is shown in the Figure (1).

2- Detennine the current in each conductor if the voltage applied between A and B

is 60 V.

r2Q

Figure ( I )
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Q.3:

A) A gun u,hosc mass is 0.6 kg frres a bullet whose mass is 0.014 kg with velocity of
500 ms-1. Cornpute the r,'eiocitl ol'thc gun's recoil.

I3) Delrne the nrass dynanrically. and drive it.

Q.4:

A) Drive the porver in a condr"rctor r,vith draw.

B) Find the scalar product of the vectors: A = 4ux * 6un, B - -zu, +Zun, and then

tlnd the angle between these vectors.

Q.5:

A) Discuss the rneaning o1' Kirchhou''s law in terms of the conservation law, (with
drau,).

B) What are the tactors which detennined the resistance of any material?

Q.6:

A) What is the unit ol- capacitance? Dellne it. And then explain the cornbination of
capacitors by using the equations (rvith draws).

B)

Explain the kinds of friction's coefficients.

What are the factors u'hich eff,ected on frictional phenomenon between two
bodies?

Note: all questions lrrve 10 murks.
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Subject: English' Class: lst year: 2015-2016

Branches: Laser Physics - Math's Time: 3 hours
Examiner: Walid K. Hamoudi Date:

Attempt 5 Ouestions onlY

Ql: Reading comprehension: Clouds (14 marks)
The clouds in th" sky -e made of tiny drops of water. When the wind blows, it pushes around the

drops of water in a cloud. This is why clouds are all different shapes and sizes! when drops of
water in a cloud get too heavy, they fall to the ground as rain.

1) According to the passage, clouds are made of
A ttr, B. water,
2) What makes the shape of a cloud change?

C wind

C uindA. water, B. rain,
3) What happens when the water in a cloud gets too heavy?

A. It gets windy, B. It begins to rain, C. The cloud changes shape.

4) What would be the best title for this passage?

A CIouds, B Water, C.Rain

5) Do you like clouds? Do you like cloudy days? Why or why not?

Q2: Answer the following questions on water consumption. (t4 marx s)

{,, What are the three main uses of water?

2. How much water does an average person use? ′s
3. Why clean water is expensive in some countries? ― ― ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ― ― ― ― ― ― ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ― ― ‐ ― ‐

」 :[―
―

■3
4. Why people choose to drink bottled water?

5. What is the type of problem facing many countries?

一‘二
、
二

議ば

Q3: Fill empty blanks with the following words: (as, less, .o.", .u-", show, than) ( lq ma'rs)

Coffee is a very popular drink. Statistics how many cups of coffee people drink in a day.

People drink -------- coffee in Finland. ------- in other countries. They drink about ten cups a

day. In Australia people drink the number ------------ in Japan, but people in Oman drink -

coffee, only one cup a day. Do people drink coffee in some countries because

the weather is cold?

Q4: Underline the correct preposition. ( t q rrr otaal)

l. Work witb/by a partner.

2. Look in/at the board.

3. Listen to/of your partner's presentation.

4. Tum inlto page 60.

5. Ask from/for help ifyou don't understand.

6. Talk in/to your parbrers and ask them the questions.

7. My homework is to write on/at the history of ships.

8. Yesterday we talked on/about arts.

9. Last night I prepaxed to/in the mathematics test.

10. The money belongs to/for Dr. Lopez.
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Subject: English, Class: lst year: 2015'2016

Branches: Laser Physics - Math's Time: 3 hours

Examiner: Walid K. Hamoudi Date:

Attempt 5 Questions onlY

Q5:Complete the text with the verbs in the box。 (|キ

“

″にS)

Cet up, go on, go to, have, use watch, work

1.Istudynursing.I---.-------.-at7.00inthemorningandI---.--

-- the university at 8.00. I have lectures in the momings. I have lunch in the cafeteria at

12.00. In the afternoons, I ------------- in the lab. In the evenings, I work in the library. I -----

the computers. I go home at 8.00 and have dinners. I ---------:---- television, and I ---

the internet.

Q6: Match the statements (1-5) with the correct choices (a-e). (tq tnarrcs)

1. Leaming English is imPortant,

2. The librarY is a good Place to work,

3. Internet shoPPing is good,

.,i 4. Many people go to universitY,

5. Taking exercise is imPortant,

a^ It is quite, (b). They want good jobs, (c). It is good for your health, (d). It is a world

language, (e). You can shop from home.
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Subject : drawing by computer (AutoCAD)
Branch : Mathematics ond Computer Applications

Examiner : Dr.fouad shaker

Class : 7't year
Time: 3hours.

Date :

Answer only four Questions

Q I : write appropriate AutoCAD commands procedure to construct the
required shape. (12.5 mark)

Qz- what are the modify commands in AutoCAD? Explain work ten of them
in detail。 (12.5 mark)

Q3-What are the advantages and characteristics and differences between
each operating (ON I off), (freeze) and (Lock) on the properties of creating
new Layer. (12.5 mark)

Q4-A: what are the benefits of Dimension style manager? Explain it in
detail.

B: There are several different types of dimensions tool. Mention them
with an explanation of the work of each one of them. (12.5 mark)

Q5-what are the types of coordinate system that can be used in AutoCAD?
Explain it in detail with examples. (12.5 mark)

に 2o」＼
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1 - a) Find the domain and rong of the f uncNons y - ln(x) ,y - cos-1( x)
and graph them.

b)Prθυθ ιれαι tan(2χ )=

2-a)lf y=(Sinh χ)2+(cosh χ)2

b)Find the derivatⅣ e of y=

2tanx
(10D)1-(tan x)2

show that

sinh(x/) * sec

Y _ 4Y

-'1/sec x) (10D)

3 - Evaluate a) limg-- 0-2
′晒 mχ刊 (10D)5+40-0 3

4 - Evaluate a) f ln (l* Qax b)」「
vl+χ 2αχ (10D)

5- a)Find the distance travel by

0 to tz = 7r bY the Poztion at
the body p(x,y) from the time tt =
time t y - (cos t)' ,* - (sin f)2. (10D)

b)Find the volume generated by rotated the bounded area byx -
y2,y = 2 and x - Oabout x-axis

6-Lemnisc ale rz - Zaz cos(20) isreuolued about y -
surface generated

axis. Find the area of the

(10D)

7- Write the equations of three leves rose and graph one (10D)

B-Find the area outside r=2(1-cos 0)and inside the circle r=2. (10D)
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First Attempt
Subject :Finite Mathematics
Branch :Math.& Computer Applications
Examiner :Dr. Jehad R. Kider

Class: lst year
Time : 3 hours
Date :

Q1:(a)Find the inverse of the matrix A:(l ,')
(b),Solve the following system of linear equations by using Gramer rule :

2x+Jy-4y:-3., x+2y+32:3, 3x-y -z:6.

( 14 marks )

Qz:(a)Find the area of the triangle whose vertices are A:(1, -1.0), B:(2, 1, -1)
and C:(_1, l, 2).

(b): If Fi-j+2k,fr:2i+j+k and d:i+2j-k then find : [i x fr]x d.

( 14 marks )

Q3:(a) Find the angle 0 between the two vectors i=3i-6j-2k, andfr=2i+j-2k.

(b): Find the distance d between the point A:(2, -3,4) and the plane x+2y+22:13.

( 14 marks )

Qa:(a) Solve by Gauss elimination method the following system of linear equations

2x+y-z:2, x-y+z:7,, )y+2y+z:4.

/2 4 1\
(b)If A=( 3 -9 f Z ) tnen find lAl by using the properties of determinates.\r s zl

( 14 marks )

Qs:(a)Find the number of integer in the set S={ 1, 2,..., 2000} division by 9 or 1 1or 13

or 15.

(b):Prove that the number of odd vertices in simple graph is evdn.

( 14 marks )

Q6:(a)If A and B are an events in the sample space S then prove that

p(AuB)n(A)+p(B) -p(AnB)
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(b)If the adjacency matrix of a graph G:(V, E) is :

/0 1010
It o 1 o L

^ l0 1,0 0 1,A:l 1o o o 1.

\o 1. L 1. o
\00L01.
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( 14 marks )
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Subject: Foundations Class: I't year
Branch: Mathematics and Computer Applications Time: 3 hours

Ql/A) For any propositions p and q, prove thatp   -q - -p = p ) q.

B) By using mathematical induction, show that 2 + Z^2 + ... + 2nk - 2"(k + I) - Z .

Q2/A) Define the symmetric difference, then show that .4 DB = @ ,-+ A : B.

B) Let /: IR --+ IR. be a relation defined by / : [(x,y) € R. x Rly = J7] ana h: Z-+N be a

relation defined by h={(x, yJ e ZxN ly=lxl}. Is h=f.

Q3/A) Prove that, if R, is a partial order relation on a set ,4 then IR-1 is a partial order

relation on a set A.

B) Prove that p   -p is a contradication.

Q4lA) Let R,S and 7n be relations on a set.A.ls (S n f; o R = (S o R) n (f o R), and then

prove that (ToS) oR=To (So RJ.

BJ Explain the relationship between symmetric and anti-symmetric relation, give an

example.

QS/A) State Peano's axioms and prove that (m + n) 1- k = m + (n + k) ,vm,n,k e N.

B) Foranysets.4,B,C, showthar(l u B) - C = (A - C) u (B - C).

Q6/A) Define the following:

1-partition set 2-infinite set 3-greatest element 4-equipotents set.

B) Determine whether (.,4, R)is totally order set or not, where,  - {1,2,...9},
n = {(x,y) eAx Al x d.ivisibte y}.

G00D LUCK


